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MongoHub is a fast and easy-to-use software application which gives you the possibility to establish a connection with your Mongodb database by filling out some simple details. It basically provides a graphical interface for the command line. The app does not come packed with complex options or configuration settings,
making it accessible to all types of users, even those with no kind of experience with Mongodb. Simple installation and interface The setup procedure is a swift and easy job that does not impose any difficulties, since it bundles familiar options. As soon as it's done, MongoHub pops up a regular window with a minimalistic
structure, representing its interface. Create a new connection In order to put together a connection with the Mongodb database, it is only necessary to specify the connection name, host and port number. Managing a list with databases requires the identical fields to be filled out. Multiple entries with connections can be
made to easily toggle them. Apart from editing and removing connections as well as dropping databases, there are no other noteworthy options provided by this software utility. Evaluation and conclusion Aside from a graphical interface for establishing a Mongodb database connection, MongoHub does not bring absolutely
nothing new to the table. It runs on minimal CPU and memory, as expected, and worked well in our tests, without hanging, crashing or popping up errors. On the other hand, its limited set of features makes MongoHub a dispensable utility to Mongodb users. $2.00 20 downloads MongoHub Manager MongoHub Manager is
an application to manage your MongoDB connections. It shows all connected and disconnected databases in the menu and also allows you to close/open connections (shuts down/opens connections). It also offers various status information for your MongoDB cluster and can display your currently used disk space. The
application is self-descriptive, straightforward to use and does not require any additional configuration to work. Overview With this tool you can view the status of your mongo cluster. You can also see the available databases, both connected and disconnected. You can shut down connections or open new ones and choose to
automatically open or close connections. Features 1. Displays the status of the cluster 2. Displays the available databases 3. Allows to stop connections or opens new ones 4. Allows to automatically open or close connections Installation MongoHub Manager 1.0.5 is available for the following operating
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Create a reference from a MACRO string to a variable. The reference can be later used in other macros. --- Macro name (default MACRO): @ Example: @set var1 = @getrecipients('HIGHREG','fradi') This variable will contain the MACRO string 'fradi' ... New Version 1.5: - 2 Menu icons on Menu bar - Screenshot on window
click. New Version 1.4: - Network status icon on bottom right corner. - 1 Click to open/close the window - Macros in Window and DataBase menus New Version 1.3: - Allow MultiMacro New Version 1.2: - Allow use of undefined macros New Version 1.1: - Allow use of undefined macros - Allow BOTH to open multiple macros
at the same time - Allow BOTH to open multiple macros at the same time - Allow Macros in Window and DataBase menus - Allow Macros in Window and DataBase menus - Allow Macros in Window and DataBase menus CHEERFUL Macro CHEERFUL Macro Description: Cheerful macro allows you to rename your macros
with an attached text. --- Default Macro : @set Default Text :'"set '+macroName+'" + @getmacroid() ' Example : @set macroName=@getmacroid() ... CHEERFUL Macro CHEERFUL Macro Description: Cheerful macro allows you to rename your macros with an attached text. --- Default Macro : @set Default Text :'"set
'+macroName+'" + @getmacroid() ' Example : @set macroName=@getmacroid() ... UPDATE if update UPDATE Macro Description: Macro to update the source list if the sql query is empty or contains a null value --- Default Macro : UPDATE Default Query : UPDATE mytable SET myColumn='blabla' WHERE
myOtherColumn IS NULL OR myOtherColumn='' ... UPDATE if update UPDATE Macro Description: Macro to update the source list if the sql query is empty or contains a null value --- Default Macro : UPDATE Default Query : UPDATE mytable SET myColumn='blab 2edc1e01e8
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You can use MongoHub as a frontend for your mongoDB database. It is a simple and intuitive mongodb GUI with a lot of unique features. Trending Articles Ease of use Installation User support Functionality Overall 3.0 March 12, 2018 Clipboard Byte Write Review About MongoHub is a fast and easy-to-use software
application which gives you the possibility to establish a connection with your Mongodb database by filling out some simple details. It basically provides a graphical interface for the command line. The app does not come packed with complex options or configuration settings, making it accessible to all types of users, even
those with no kind of experience with Mongodb. Simple installation and interface The setup procedure is a swift and easy job that does not impose any difficulties, since it bundles familiar options. As soon as it's done, MongoHub pops up a regular window with a minimalistic structure, representing its interface. Create a
new connection In order to put together a connection with the Mongodb database, it is only necessary to specify the connection name, host and port number. Managing a list with databases requires the identical fields to be filled out. Multiple entries with connections can be made to easily toggle them. Apart from editing
and removing connections as well as dropping databases, there are no other noteworthy options provided by this software utility. Evaluation and conclusion Aside from a graphical interface for establishing a Mongodb database connection, MongoHub does not bring absolutely nothing new to the table. It runs on minimal
CPU and memory, as expected, and worked well in our tests, without hanging, crashing or popping up errors. On the other hand, its limited set of features makes MongoHub a dispensable utility to Mongodb users.Q: Subdomains for classic asp application I have a classic ASP application which I deploy to a web server
running IIS. I would like to add subdomains to this application, for example, www.site.com, store.site.com, or products.site.com, etc. Can I do this on the web server without configuring IIS? If so, how? If not, what is the recommended way to do this? Thanks. A: Since there is no out of the box solution, you'll need to use
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What's New In MongoHub?

MongoDB is an open source document-oriented database designed for > Simplicity and speed are MongoDB's key features. Built on a rock-solid foundation, the DB can be an alternative to the MySQL, Oracle or SQLite. It supports querying by hash, is fault-tolerant, schema-free and has scalability. MongoDB uses JSON-like
objects to represent data instead of the traditional rows and columns approach, which makes it easy to insert, read, update and delete data. It is incredibly easy to set up and use MongoDB. It also has a powerful query language, which is quite different from any other database available today. > MongoDB is an open source
software package. There are two versions available: One for Linux and one for Windows. Free version MongoDB comes with a free version. It is only limited to 500 MB of data. The software can be downloaded from the project web page. Installing MongoDB Downloading MongoDB from the Web Once you've downloaded
the files, it's time to unzip them. Unzip the files with a text-editor of your choice. MongoDB isn't installed as a library, but as a program. You need to compile it first. Compiling MongoDB A compilable archive is located in the directory named \"mongodb-unix-installer\". You need to execute the following commands to
compile the program: > ./configure make make install The above commands need to be executed from the directory, in which you extracted the binary files. In order to use MongoDB, you need to download the drivers to connect to the MongoDB database. A pre-compiled binary file is provided for Windows (on the ".msi"
file) and Linux (on the ".rpm" file). They can be downloaded from the MongoDB web page: > Here, you'll find a graphical interface to help you install MongoDB. Installing MongoDB using the GUI MongoDB is installed using the GUI. The installation is quite simple and does not require advanced knowledge of Linux or
Windows. When a program needs to be installed, it must be downloaded and extracted. The MongoDB installer downloads and extracts the files on your system. MongoDB supports the following languages: C, C++, Java, Ruby, PHP, JavaScript and Python. > MongoDB for Windows MongoDB for Linux If you have installed
MongoDB successfully, you can use it for queries and inserts to
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System Requirements For MongoHub:

CPU: Pentium III, Celeron, or AMD Athlon processor with 1 GHz or faster processor speed, using the latest software. Memory: 1024 MB RAM (1 GB RAM is required for multiplayer mode) ROM: 256 MB of dedicated RAM (2 GB RAM is required for multiplayer mode) Hard Drive: 1 GB or greater space Sound Card: DirectX
9.0 compatible sound card with digital stereo soundQ: When should I use the "new" keyword for class properties? Let's say that I have the following class
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